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May 9, 2024 JUST ADDED

SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES & MORE!
The FTS Movement Intensive is a 4-day training experience designed for movement artists looking to expand their movement

knowledge by reconnecting with rooted ancestral practices. This 4-day activation will guide you into the sacred world of movement

healing arts. Our curriculum integrates disciplines such as martial arts, dance, fine arts and sound healing. Join us for an unparalleled

movement exploration…
 

May 6, 2024

MBD Seeking to Highlight Dancers
Our digital magazine, Motion by Degrees, is seeking to highlight all types of artists on our Instagram page (@motionbydegrees), to

showcase different forms of movement and movers in the city for our 'Mondays in Motion' series.  Interested? Please email an

improvisation clip & statement of what movement means to you to our email address!! …
 

May 6, 2024

GREYZONE Seeking Dancer
GREYZONE director Lindy Fines is seeking an understudy for an evening-length work to be performed at the end of September

2024 at Mark Morris Dance Center. This dancer will be an integral part of the work’s development process with the opportunity to

move into a performance role in the future.  Must be available for the following times: Rehearsals on Fridays 10am-2pm  Tech

rehearsal on September…
 

May 4, 2024

MAY 18th DANCE FREE NYC! Join the 18th Annual Dance Parade NYC Crew!
Attention All Dance Enthusiasts! Join the Dance Parade NYC Crew on Sat, May 18th! Calling all passionate movers and shakers! The Dance

Parade NYC is seeking energetic volunteers to fill two crucial roles: Dancer Wrangler and Parade Marshals! Dancer Wranglers: Behind-the-

scenes heroes who help maintain order and excitement within the dance groups. You'll be responsible for keeping track of participants,…
 

May 3, 2024

Free monthly Hip-Hop/Contemporary fusion class for select candidates
(Hip-Hop/Contemporary fusion) Evelyn Tejeda, an accomplished dancer & choreographer, extends a unique opportunity for

passionate dancers to join her class through the innovative JEDATAM Method. Elevate your skills on May 22th at 8.00pm in NYC.

Upon registration, location will be disclosed by email. With the future possibility of taking this classes once or twice a month.

Embodying the belief…
 

May 2, 2024

Photographer Available for Headshots, Movement, Stage, and more!
Hi Everyone! Hope Spring is treating you well so far. My name is Erica MacLean, and I'm a photographer based in Brooklyn. You've

probably seen these posts a bunch at this point, but I'm here for the monthly availability update! I've got tons of space for projects

most week/weekend days throughout this last bit of May, and currently booking for the month of June as well! I'm scheduling

sessions…
 

May 1, 2024

Intermediate Ballet with Lily Mollicone @ mignolo arts center
Join us on Wednesday nights 7-8:30PM, May 8th - June 26th for Intermediate Ballet with Lily Mollicone at mignolo arts center in

Metuchen, NJ!  Lily’s ballet class provides dancers with both a glimpse into the fundamentals of ballet for true beginners, and an

opportunity to sharpen technique for more experienced dancers. Dancers at all levels will be supported in finding ease, comfort, and

freedom…
 

May 1, 2024

Beginner Ballet with Lily Mollicone @ mignolo arts center
Join us on Wednesday nights 6-7PM, May 8th - June 26th for Beginner Ballet with Lily Mollicone at mignolo arts center in

Metuchen, NJ!  Lily’s ballet class provides dancers with both a glimpse into the fundamentals of ballet for true beginners, and an
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opportunity to sharpen technique for more experienced dancers. Dancers at all levels will be supported in finding ease, comfort, and

freedom within…
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